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ABSTRACT
Desire for alternative long-term investment vehicles has increased considerably,
and are well known to the public by such terms as "vaIue investments" and "contrarian
investrnents." These trading strategies buy under-priced assets and sel1 over-priced assets,
with the expectation that price will moderate towards its true value in the lori,-term as
suggested by mean reversion theory If long-tenn mean reversion esists in commodity
futures markets. then it may be useful for developing long-term trading and hedging
strategies.
This study tests for long-terrn mean reversion in commodity htures markets using
two long-term mean reversion commodity futures trading systerns. The first system uses a
Fundamental model to calculate equilibrium futures prices, while the second system uses a
technical model to calculate equilibrium futures prices. Long positions are entered when
futures pices fa11 below equilibrium, and short positions are entered when futures prices
rise above equilibrium. Positions are exited when futures prices moderate and revert back
towards equilibnum. Trading performance is tested for corn- wheat, oats. and canola over
the 1980- 1997 period.

The two trading systems both appear to support the hypothesis that long-term
mean reversion exists in commodity futures markets. Trading results show that both
trading systems earn positive long-term retums, and also show that trading performance
improves as reversion parameters are increased. The fundamental system earns average
monthly returns of 3 .O percent and the technical system earns average rnonthly returns of
3.6 percent.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Mean reversion theory states that asset prices tend toward an equilibrium value.
Seminal articles by De Bondt and Thaler ( 1985. 1987) examine returns to stock market
investments and show that stocks outperforming the market in earlier periods subsequently
underperform the market in later periods. Various mean reversion studies expand their
research of the stock market, and some studies aiso research mean reversion in fùtures
markets.
Mean reversion implies that prices diverge from equilibrium value. which goes
against efficient markets theory. Efficient markets are thought to be constantiy in
equilibrium. and price movements can not be predicted ahead of time. However. some
evidence does suggest that mean reversion may exist in futures markets. Bessimbinder.
Coughenour, Seguin, and Srnoller (1995) examine the term structure of fktures markets
and find evidence of mean reversion in agricultural comrnodities. Cutler, Poterba and
Sumrners (1 99 1) show that asset pnces may be positively correlated over short horizons
but that prices may be negatively correlated over longer horizons. Inuin. Zulauf and
Jackson (1 996) regress returns on past returns. with asymptotic results suggesting that
mean reversion exists in agricultural htures markets and with resu1ts from Monte Carlo
analysis suggesting the contrary. suggesting that srnaIl samples explain why previous
studies support the hypothesis of mean reversion in fùtures markets.

However, most studies cannot avoid the problem of small samples associated with
long horizon mean reversion research, so more studies are needed to help explain longterm mean reversion in futures markets. Market participants rnay be able to use this
information to improve their ability to price assets. and rnay allow them to reduce cosrs
associated with acquiring information and rnay improve market efficiency. It rnay also
expand the empirical knowledge concerning mean reversion and the value of public
information in comrnodity fùtures markets.
This study examines whether grain futures markets revert roward equilibrium value
over the long-term, with the mean reversion horizon considered in this study being longer
than most horizons considered in previous studies. Mean reversion rnay be related to
factors such as uncertainty of supply and demand, market cycles, overreaction, or the cost
of production, and the effects of such factors rnay be more evident over longer horizons.

If positive returns can be earned by incorporating mean reversion theory into a long-term
futures trading system, then mean reversion rnay exist in grain futures markets over
longer-term horizons.
The objectives of this study are therefore to test for long-term mean reversion in
comrnodity futures trading using a mean reversion model. Equilibrium futures value is
calculated, then mean reversion theory is used to select long-term positions in the futures
market. Long positions are entered when current futures prices faIl below equilibrium and
short positions are entered when current futures prices rise above equilibrium. with levels
and variability of trading returns analyzed to illustrate potential profits and potential risks.

Fundamental analysis involves economic analysis of market conditions to
determine prices and market direction. C hapter two uses fundamental analysis to test
whether long-term mean reversion exists in grain futures markets, with equilibrium grain
futures prices calculated using United States Depanment of Agiculture estimates of
ending stocks and usage The grain futures contracts to be stiidied are oats. wheat. corn.
and canola. and are traded over the 1980 to 1997 period.
Technical analysis tries to identiQ patterns in past prices only. and does not
consider fiindamental market conditions. Chapter three uses technical analysis to test for
longterm mean reversion in grain futures markets, and defines equilibrium value as the
lonç-term average of historical futures prices. Chapter three then proceeds as in chapter
two, using the same commodities and the same trading period.

Chapter four is a summary of chapters two and three. It compares the trading
results of the fundamental model with the trading results of the technical model and
highlights important differences, and direction for future research is also suggested.

CHAPTER 2

LONG-TERM MEAN REVERSION RETURNS AND FUNDAMENTAL
ANALYSIS IN COMMODITY FUTURES MARKETS

Introduction

Fundamental anaiysis attempts to examine economic factors affectinç asset supplv
and dernand in order to determine fiindamental value. Prices may diverse froni
fundamental value because of factors such as uncertain supply and demand conditions,
overreactions. and cycles. but in the long-term adjustments to supply and demand are
expected to occur which guide prices toward hndamental value.
The hypothesis that asset prices revert to fundamental values is sometimes referred
to as mean reversion. Mean reversion suggests that prices of undervalued assets increase
and prices of overvalued assets decrease toward their fundamental asset values. Also,
mean reversion implies the fùrther that prices diverge from fundamental values the greater
the expected reversion of prices toward fundamental values.
This study attempts to provide new evidence and expand the body of knowledge
regarding long-term mean reversion in futures markets. This study allows for the
possibility that rnean reversion occurs over considerably longer time periods than those
considered in most earlier research. In this study. the possibility is considered that grain
futures prices can revert toward fundamental futures value over a number of years. Earlier
research rnay not have ~ e r i o ~ sconsidered
ly
such a long period because futures contracts

are sometiines considered to be only short-term instruments. As well, there is a limited
amount of data available for long-term studies, which may have deterred some researchers

from studyinç long-term mean reversion in futures markets. Further. the methodoloçy of
this study differs from rnost earlier studies since it incorporates Fundamental information
into a fundamental mean reversion model. while some other studies that use returns to
demonstrate mean reversion generally consider only past prices. or a technical model
This study attempts to test for mean reversion in commodity Futures markets by
analyzinç returns €rom a commodity futures trading system that uses long-rerm mean
reversion based on fundamental analysis. Futures prices may differ from fundamental
equilibrium futures values because of uncertainty or overreactions. but economic forces
may adjust in the long-term and cause futures prices to revert toward their fundamental

values. If futures prices return to long-term hndamental values then positive long-term
trading returns may b e possible, and these returns rnay be considered as evidence that
support long-term mean reversion. Since grain futures markets appear to have a number
of economic conditions which may support mean reversion. grain futures mean reversion
is examined in this study.
The objectives of this study are to 1) test for long-term mean reversion in
commodity futures markets for grains based on the Ievel of returns from a long-term
hndamental mean reversion rnodel, and 2) analyze the variability of these returns.

Theory

Mean reversion theory States that asset prices tend towards an underlying
fündamental value. I f prices diverge suficiently from their fùndamenta! value then

economic forces are expected to intervene and return prices to their tiindarnental value in
the long-term.

Reasons for Mean Reversion
According to economic theory, prices should be aKected as supply and demand
changes are realized. with prices increasing dunng relative "shonages". and decreasing
during relative "surpluses." These economic Forces should pressure markets to revert to
economic equiiibrium. with economic equilibrium price ieveis approsirnating fundamental
vahie.
Fundamental value should be related to the cost of production according to
economic theory. When prices rise above the cost of production. producers increase
profits by increasing output. The increase in output is expected to cause prices to fa11
back towards the cost of production. If pices fa11 below the cost of production then
producers are expected to reduce output levels to cut losses, and the reduced output is
expected to increase prkes.
Pricing of agricultural futures is complicated by the fact that there is a tirne lag of
several months, or perhaps longer, between the time that production decisions are made
and t h e time that the product is ready to market. Production decisions then depend on
expected prices at harvest which are not known with certainty. Producers must produce
the market clearing level of each cornmodity, as indicated by expected price. without
knowing the actual market clearing level. As a result. the amount of the commodity
produced may not be at the market clearing level. If supply differs considerably from the

market clearing level then there rnay be considerable movements in price to clear the
comrnodity market. with potentially large uncertain movements and overreactions offering
pcissibte opportunities for mispricing to occur.
Further to cornplicate production decisions. the amount of the commodity that will
be produced is not known with certainty. Production is stochastic around an expected

level as determined by cliinate and may result in a quantity being supplied that is different
from expectations. Prices rnay then become hiçher or lower than previousiy expected in
order to clear the commodity market. This uncertainty rnay result in large price
rnovements if production is subsïantiaily different from expectations, and it is possible that
there rnay be at least slight errors in pricing if overreactions occur along with such large
price rnovements.
The relatively ineiastic supply and demand conditions in agricultural markets rnay
also imply large price changes and high price volatility relative to changes in quantity, as
suggested by basic cyclical models. Production is somewhat fixed within the production
season, which contributes to the inelasticity of supply. Also, production is somewhat
inelastic from one season to another because changes to production rnay be limited by
crop rotation patterns, climate limitations, asset fixidity, or managerial abilities of
producers. Since production is relatively inelastic, large price movements and
overreactions may occur for relatively small changes in production, and rnay provide more
opportunities for mean reversion of prices than more elastic commodities.
Inelastic demand for agricultural commodities is also expected to be associated
with large price changes relative to changes in quantity. Tastes. preferences, population.

and income do not quickiy change, and rnay help to cause dernand for food to be relativeiy
inelastic and relatively unresponsive to chançes in price. Changes in quantity dernanded
may not be able to completely moderate extreme price movements resulting tiom supply
shocks, overreactions. and information uncenainty. and rnay result in mispricing or
divergence of futures prices €rom mean levels.

Evidence of Mean Reversion
Jackson. Zulauf, and Invin ( 1 99 I ) present evidence t hat agricultural futures prices
are mean reverting. Their results from market timing tests tend to support the hypothesis
that futures prices are mean reverting. They also show t hat some positive trading returns
could have been theoreticaIly earned by traders using a mean reverting trading system over
the 1975- 1989 period, providing further evidence to support the hypothesis that futures
pices rnay be mean reverting. Their results also show that fùndamental value of
agricultural commodities rnay be related to cost of production. Their results indicate that
mean reversion rnay exist in fbtures markets and that it may be possibIe to develop a
profitable trading system from mean reversion theory. Their resuIts also suggest that
fundamental economic factors rnay be important to determining futures prices.
However, Invin, Zulauf, and Jackson (1 996) examine mean reversion of
commodity futures prices using Monte Carlo anaiysis. Their results show that asymptotic
regression tests appear to support the hypothesis of mean reversion while Monte Carlo
analysis tends not to support the hypothesis of mean reversion. and suggest that srna11
sarnple bias rnay explain much of the asymptotic regression results supporting long-term

mean reversion in commodity prices. However. most studies cannot avoid the problem of
srnall samples associated with long horizon mean reversion research. so more studies are
needed to add to the overall sample of existing research and help explain its implications.

Evidence of Returns Frorn Fundamental Information
The most widely resarded source of supply and demand information for

agricultural commodities is the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA). These
reports are generally considered to be the most popular representation of supply and
demand that are available due to the extraordinary amount of resources that are employed

in obtaining the information.
There is extensive literature examining the impact of USDA reports on commodity

p rices. Research generalty concludes t hat USDA reports do provide usefui information to
market participants, particularly in the days surrounding the release of reports. Fortenbery
and Sumner (1993), Mann and Dowen (1996, 1997), C o l h g and Invin (I990),McNew
and Espinosa (1994), Baur and Orazem (1994), and Milonas (1987) provide some

evidence that information released in USDA reports is important to futures pricing. These
studies generally show that fundamental information is important, and therefore may be
useful in estirnating long-term fundamental values.
Epps and Kukanza (1985) develop a trading model for corn, wheat, and oats
futures using fundamental economic variables as independent variables in a regression
model. These independent variables include crop forecasts, g a i n stocks, and htures
prices for complement and substitute commodities. among others. They use the model to

forecast market movements then use the forecasts to select positions in the market. Their
trading systems hold positions in the market for only the last month prior to delivery o n
the contract. Their results show it rnay be possible to earn positive returns can be earned
using this trading system.
Milonas ( 1994) develops a short-term trading mle that attempts ro earn excess
returns €rom price changes related to information contained in the USDA report. A
position is taken in the market prior to the release of the report then exits the market a feu.
days afier the contents of the report become known. The study shows that it may be
possible to earn earn positive returns using this system b y trading soybeans but it rnay not
be possible to earn positive returns by trading corn.
Carter and Galopin ( 1993) study USDA Hogs nird Pigs reports to see if advance
knowledge of information contained in the report could be used to generate trading
profits. They hypothesize that being willing to pay for pnor knowledge of information
contained in USDA reports is sufficient to show that the reports have economic value.
Their results indicate that hog futures prices react to the release of the Hogs and Pigs
report but do not show that profits can be earned from pnor knowledge of the report.
They conclude that traders would be unwilling to pay for advance knowledge of the report
because information contained in the USDA Hogs a d Pigs report is already incorporated
into prices. However. Colling and Invin ( !995) question their research. stating that the
risk premiurn used is too high. and that it rnay explain what they consider to be
contradictory results.

In a semi-strong form efficient market it should be impossible to earn positive
trading returns using publicly available information. Similarly. advance knowledge of
piiblicly available information should permit trading systems to earn positive returns.
Thus. the results of the above trading system studies may be unexpected and imply market
inefficiencies. but this rnay also imply that fùtures prices diverge from fiindamental value
If httires prices do sornetimes diverge €rom fiindamental value, then a trading systein

iricorporating the mean reversion hypothesis that futures prices revert to fundamental
value may earn positive returns.

Impact of Fundamental Information
Garcia, Irwin, Leuthold. and Yang (1997) find somewhat contradictory results
reçardinç the value o f public information in comrnodity markets. They find that USDA
reports are comparable in accuracy to privately prepared reports released in advance of the

USDA reports. They still find that traders react to USDA reports and are willing to pay
for advance knowledge of them. Garcia et al. suggest these apparently contradictory
results can be reconciled if USDA forecasts are considered t o be less r i s k y than private
forecasts. However, despite this explanation, their results may still imply that a trading
system could be developed that earns positive retums using fundamental information.
Coiling, Invin. and Zulauf ( 1996) propose that the importance of USDA reports
rnay depend upon the market cycle. They study the price reaction of corn. wheat. and
soybeans from 1988 to 199 1 to unanticipated information dependent upon the state of the
market. where the state of the market is separated into high, middle, and low stocks to use

ratios. They suggest that reports rnay have greater impact w hen supply and demand is not
in an equilibrium relationship. They show that price reaction is generally limited but that

soybean price rnovements rnay be conditional upon the state of the market and tbat corn
price rnovements rnay b e conditional upon the tirne of the year. Their results provide
reason to believe tbat market conditions rnay be important to determinin2 Futures price
inovements. Reports rnay be more valuable during certain market conditions irnplying tliat
conditional market conditions should be considered when developiny a tradinç systeni.
in a related study, Mann and Dowen ( 1998) study market cycle and seasonality

impact on reaction of Iive hog and pork belly futures prices to Cold Storage Reports.
They show that market cycle does not have a statistically significant impact on reactions to
reports. but seasonality does have a significant impact on reaction to reports. hrther
sugçesting that reaction to USDA reports rnay be conditionally determined.
Mean reversion theory suggests that prices revert toward fundamental values in the
long-term. and in light of these articles it appears that fundamental information is
important to determining fundamental values of fùtures prices. However, it is not clear
that fundamental information is always appropriately incorporated into futures prices. so
sometimes fktures pices rnay diverge fiom hndamental vaIues. If it is possible to earn
positive returns by incorporating long-term rnean reversion theory into a fundamental
model, then positive returns can be considered as evidence of long-term rnean reversion.

Data and Procedure

Data used in this study to test for mean reversion consists of agriculttiral
commodity futures. specifically grains. Grains have extensive series of data for both
futures contracts and other fundamental data. This data may not be as easily obtainable
for other commodities and the price series rnay not b e as long. Since agricultural
comrnodities generally have relatively inelastic supply and inelastic demand schedules then
it is expected tliat they rnay be more susceptible to shocks such as weather than other

comrnodities. and subsequently may provide high price variation and more interesting
mean reversion results than other less volatile commodities.

The United States Department of Agriculture World Agricultural Outlook Board
produces monthly reports of supply and demand for domestic and world markets called
World Agriculture Supply and Dernand Estimates (WASDE) . These reports provide
estimates of usage and ending stocks for major grains. and are used in tliis study to
estimate equilibrium futures prices.' These reports are assumed to be the best estimates of
the actual market situation and are held in similarly high regard by a number of market
participants, among other statistics.
Continuous futures prices examined in this study are May oats, September corn.
May wheat. and Septernber c a n o ~ a .These
~
specific delivery months are selected to
coincide with USDA World Agricultural Supply and Demand Estimates (WASDE) of year
end stocks. Open positions are rolled over from contracts in one year into contracts with
the same delivery month in the following year. Rolling over open positions occurs on the
15"' day, or the next available trading day. of the month preceding the delivery month. For

example. a position in the 1996 May oats contract is rolled over by exiting the position on
approximately April 15, 1996. then entering a position in the 1997 hlay oats contract on
April 16. 1996. Rolling over open positions at this tirne helps to avoid problems
associated with liquidity. squeezes. or forced acceptance of delivery that may occur as the
delivery date approaches. The wheat and corn price series begin in 1968. oats begins in
1967. and the price series used for canola begins in 1973. and al1 price series end in 1997.

Daily opening and dosine futures prices are used in this study and are provided by
Technical ~ o o l s . ' Oats. corn. and wheat trade on the Chicago Board of Trade while
canola trades on the Winnipeg Commodity Exc han j e .
A five-step procedure is used in order t o generate equilibrium closing futures
pnces and retums from a long-terrn fundamental mean reversion rnodel:
(1) Daily closing Futures prices and monthly WASDE stocks to use data are

aggregated into annual data series.
(2) Annual regression models are estimated with closing futures price as the

dependent variable and stocks to use as the independent variable. with data
prior to 1980 and they are updated and re-estimated annually for each year
( 1980. 198 1,. .., 1997). This results in 18 sets (years) of annual regression

coefficients for each commodity over the entire period.
(3) Monthly equilibrium closing futures prices are projected firom the annual

regression coefficients above in ( 2 ) . by inputting monthly WASDE data into
the annual regression coefficients.

(4) The daily closing fùtures price is compared each da? with the projected

monthly equilibrium closing futures price in (3) to determine whether the daily
closing futures price has diverged from the projected monthiy equilibrium
closing Futures price.
(5) Positions are taken in the futures market on the next day's opening price as

given by a trading nile. with long (buy) positions generated when closing
futures prices are below projected monthly equilibrium closing Futures prices
and shon positions generated when closing futures prices are above projected
monthly equilibrium closing futures prices. Positions are taken conditional on
the arnount of difference between closing fùtures pt-ices and projected monthly
equilibrium closing futures prices.

Evidence of positive monthly returns would then support the hypothesis that longterm mean reversion exists in futures markets. Details of the equilibrium model, trading
nile. trading mie parameters, and trading model are presented below.

Eq~iilibriumMode1
The mode1 used to estimate long-term equilibrium futures pnces (fundamental
value) should adjust for fundamental econornic supply and demand factors. To facilitate
practical use by traders and to facilitate replication, the model should be of a simple form

and have few variables. These characteristics should allow the model to be robust and to
be applicable to several different commodities.

A single equation model is estimated for long-term equilibrium futures price using

a regression model. This model uses the ratio of total ending stocks to total use as the
independent variable. The stocks to use variable is commonly considered to be the most
important variable in gauaing supply and demand conditions and should adequately model
their effects on price, and captures the information contained in many other supply and
demand variables. As the ratio of total ending stocks to total use decreases. indicating a
shortase of the commodity, price is expected to increase. As the ratio increases.
indicating that disposition is easing, price is expected to decrease.
The equilibrium futures pnce model to be estimated is:
( 1 ) F, = a + b

" ( E S t / USE,)

where F, indicates the fùtures price with a delivery montti that coincides with the end of
crop year t, ES, is the total ending stocks at the end of crop year t as estimated by the

USDA. USE, is the total domestic use at the end of crop year t as estimated by the U S D A
and a and b are the coefficients to be estimated.
The model is re-estimated annually using average annual futures pnces and annual

WASDE estimates of total use and total ending stocks. Annual data, constmcted by
aggregating the original futures prices and the WASDE data, is used to reduce the
possibility of noisy market movement. The mode1 is initially estimated with data u p until
1980 and is then re-estimated annually by adding the new data available from the most

current period. Re-estimation allows the model to use new information as changes occur
in the data.

The mode1 is te-estimated annually. but each month the annual coefficients are
used to compute equilibrium htures prices. Equilibrium Futures prices are compared with
closing futures prices on a daily basis to determine trading activity. according to the
trading nile.

Trading Rule
Define equilibrium as the long-term futures price estimated above. and
Enter:
( 1)

GO h

g (hriji) when current daily closing futures prices fnll h e k ~ wequilibrium

futures price, e.g.fol1 one mean squared error below equilibrium.
(2)

(;O .short

(sel0 when current daily closing futures prices risr nhow equilibrium

futures price, e.g. rise one mean squared error above equilibrium.
Exit :
(3) Exil above positions when current futures prices retzrrt, lowards equilibrium,

e . g r r h m to 0.6 rnean squared errors frorn equilibrium.
(4) Market positions may be long, short. or neutral (out of the market).

Mean squared error is a measure of price variation frorn the estimated regression
line. If prices are normally distnbuted from the regression line then approximately 68
percent of al1 observations are contained within one mean squared error from the
regression line, approximately 87 percent of al1 observations are contained within one and
one-half mean squared errors from the regression line, and approximately 95 percent of al1

observations are contained within two mean squared errors from the regression line. This
idea relating probability to mean squared error provides intuitive statistical and econornic
reasoning for testing entry and exit at several Ievels of variation €rom equilibrium to
observe the effects upon returns.

T r a d i n ~Rule Mean Reversion Parameters
Long-term mean reversion toward thdamental value is tested by e~arnining
trading results for three values of the mean reversion parameter. A stnall amount of
reversion is tested by entering the market when current futures prices reach one mean
squared error away from equilibrium then exiting the market when current Futures prices
revert to 0.6 mean squared errors away from equilibrium. An iritwmrdinte amount of
reversion is tested by entering the market when current futures prices reach 1.5 mean
squared errors away from equilibrium then exiting the market when current futures prices
revert to 0.3 mean squared errors away fiom equilibriurn. A large arnount of reversion is
tested by entering the market when current futures prices reach 2.0 mean squared errors
away from equilibrium then exiting the market when current futures prices revert al1 the
way back to equilibrium. Closing pr-ices are used to generate trades. with trades occurring
on opening prices.

Trading Mode!
The system is designed in such a manner that traders could implement it.
Mechanical trading procedures and computation of returns used in this study are similar to

procedures of large commercial users or commodity hnds. Trading commences one year
pnor to delivery on the 1980 futures contract and ends on December 3 1. 1997. allowing
for approximately 18 Yi years of out of sample trading results.

The decision to use the

1980 contract as the starting point is somewhat arbitrary. It is selected because al1
commodities being studied have a considerable amount of data available prior to the i 980
contract. The data available prior to the 1980 contract is used to initially estimate the
model. with this relatively long initialization penod ensurinj that data is suficiently
representative of the long-term series.
Transaction costs, including brokerage fees and pricing slippage. are assumed to be
$25 per trade or $50 for a round-turn. Twenty-five percent of equity is invested in initial

margins and the rernaining 75% of equity is set aside for margir. calls. with initial margin
requirements consistent with historical levels. Eqriity set aside is available to cover margin
calls so that the system is not forced out of a position due to margin calls. Monthly
percentage returns are then computed for the 18 year penod from Jan. 1, 1980 to Dec. 3 1
1997 for each commodity.

Results

Mean Return Levels
Table 2.1 shows monthly retum statistics for the three levels of long-term
reversion tested in this study. For the large reversion parameter, entries are generated
when current futures prices reach 2.0 mean squared errors €rom equilibriurn and exits are
çenerated when current futures prices revert al1 the way back to equilibrium. Monthly

returns averaged 3 .O percent across commodities for this large mean reversion parameter.
AI1 four commodities studied are significant at the ten percent level in two-tailed t-tests.
but no cornrnodity is significant at the five percent level. Monthly returns are generally
consistent across the commodities studied.
For the intermediate reversion parameter. entries are çenerated when current
futures prices reach 1.5 mean squared errors €rom equilibrium and exits are generated
when current futures prices revert back to 0.3 mean squared errors from equilibrium.
These intermediate mean reversion parameter monthly returns average 1.9 percent across
commodities. The returns observed are not statistically significant at the ten percent level
for any comrnodity studied but they are lower than returns observed for the large reversion
parameter.
For the small reversion parameter, positions are entered when current futures
prices are one mean squared error away from equilibrium then are exited when futures
prices revert back to 0.6 mean squared errors away from equilibrium. These smalI rnean
reversion pararneter monthly returns average 1.1 percent across commodities. This is the
lowest average return observed for the parameters examined in this study. Again, returns

are not significant at the ten percent level for any commodity studied.
Results above support the hypothesis that futures prices revert toward Ion,-

term

fundamental values, because returns are positive. Results suggest that this long-term
fundamental trading system earns positive retums. and returns are statistically significant
for the larse reversion pararneter which susgests that retums compensate for risk. As
well. returns increase as reversion pararneters are increased which is consistent with

reversion t heo r y The consistency of results across commodities and across reversion
levels provides reinforcing evidence to support the hypothesis that futures prices revert
towards fùndamental value.
This system appears to earn positive returns during periods of crop production
shorttàlls, when buyers want to ensure sufficient supplies to meet prior sales cornmitments
and they are willing to pay high prices to guarantee supplies. Prices then rnoderate to
normal levels when production levels are adjusted in response to extrerne prices. It
appears that this system earns positive returns either because traders overreact to market
pressures, or because traders fail to hlly incorporate expected changes in production
decisions into distant contract prices in response to current price signals.
While it was expected that profitability of this system may be diminished when
rolling positions from old crop contracts into positions in new crop contracts, this did not
appear to happen to the extent expected. Since output for the new crop year is
determined primanly by production decisions implemented at planting time. it was
expected that new crop contracts would account for new crop production decisions that
may occur to eliminate old crop shortages or surpluses, as indicated by extreme prices in
old crop contracts." As a result, it was expected that prices would jump discretely from
extrerne points in oid crop contracts to equilibrium in new crop contracts. rather than
move srnoothly, and would remove a considerable amount of the opportunities available
for profitable trading using mean reversion. However, it appears that profitable trading
opportunities were not cornpletely eliminated by rolling positions from old crop contracts
into new crop contracts, as sugçested by the positive retums eamed.

Grains rnay be susceptible to larger price swings because they have relatively
inelastic supply. cornbined with production being impacted by shocks in weather As well.
there is a time laç required for production that rnay magnify possible shortages. so
discrepancies rnay result in large price movements. L q e price movements due to
relatively inelastic supply and demand schedules and uncertainty. especially uncertainty of
weather, may make it difficult for traders to determine appropriate futures prices for the
given market conditions and rnay cause prices to overreact to fùndarnental information.
Returns levels presented here are generally higher than returns to the inean
reversion tùtures trading system presented by Jackson. Zulauf, and tnvin ( 199 1). They
present annual returns as high as 6.72 percent for corn and 12.04 percent for soybeans.
and ais0 present returns for some other agricuttural commodities. Annualizing the
monthly returns in this study shows that returns for the small reversion parameter are
similar to the annual returns observed by Jackson. Zulauf, and Irwin ( 199 l ) , but returns to
the large reversion parameter are rnuch higher. The differences in returns rnay be due to
the length of the horizon considered, since Jackson, Zulauf, and Irwin ( 199 1) consider
horizons only as long as six months. Or. differences in returns rnay be because the trading
system examined in this study incorporates fundamental information.
Mean monthly returns for wheat do not increase as much as returns for the other
tliree commodities studied when mean reversion parameters used to generate trades are
increased. Reverting price patterns rnay be less apparent for wheat than for some other
commodities because wheat is ofien regulated by govemment policies which include
government purchases of excess supplies, holdings of government owned wheat stocks.

and distribution of wheat as foreign aid. Government policies may moderate market
conditions and price movements that rnay otherwise be expected in an unregulated market.
and rnay reduce returns from this trading system.
It rnay be more difficult to use this system to trade non-agricultural commodities
because Fundamental information may be less readily available and more costly to obtain.
Fundamental models for agricultural commodities can b e developed and maintained at a
relatively low cost to individuals because governrnents collect and publish fundamentai
agricultural information. The cost to individuals to acquire fundamental information for
other commodities rnay be significant and rnay discourage their developrnent. However. it
might be possible to use the idea that prices revert towards their fundamental value in
order to develop an analogous long-term trading system for other commodities.
Mean monthly return levels presented here rnay be relatively conservative and rnay
slightly understate actual returns for two reasons. First, returns from investing the 75
percent of capital in T-bills are not included in returns. Second. this system is in the
market for only a limited amount of tirne. The rest of the time, while the system is out of
the market. equity could be invested in other vehicles such as t-bills, bonds. or stocks.
These returns rnay exist because traders typically are unwilling to take long-term
risks. This system provides positive returns to traders who are willing to take long-term
rïsks and use low levels of leverage, while traders typically have a short-term outlook.

Traders typically are relatively highly leveraged and are encouraged to produce returns
with low variance for employers and investors. They are not willing to take relatively

large drawdowns in equity because performance measurements are often concerned more
with short-term performance than long-term performance.

Standard Deviation
Monthly returns are highly variable and increase as reversion parameters are
decreased, which further suggests that fiitures prices revert toward fundamental value.
Table 2.1 shows a standard deviation of M.1 averaçed across commodiries for the larse
reversion parameter. Variability increases for the intermediate reversion parameter, as the
average standard deviation rises to 24.3, and increases fùrther for the srnall reversion
parameter, to 26.1.
Standard deviation of monthly returns for oats is considerably larger than standard
deviations observed for the other commodities studied. with this result being less obvious
when the amount of reversion used to generate trades is increased. The dissirnilar
standard deviation of returns for oats appears to b e a result of large losses to oats trading
that occur during 1988. when prices to rise to very high levels afier entering a short
position. Futures prices do eventually fa11 and allow this particular trade to earn positive
returns but the positive returns earned by this trade are highly variable, and demonstrate
the risk associated with this system for trading only one commodity.

Sharpe Ratio

The Sharpe ratio is a relative measure of return to risk, and is calculated by
dividing nean monthly returns by standard deviation of monthly returns. Sharpe ratio

results show that trading performance decreases as reversion parameters decrease. and
funher suççests that futures prices revert toward fundamental value. Averaged across
cominodities. Table 2.1 for the laoe reversion parameter shows the Sharpe ratio to be
O. 17. then decreases to 0.08 for the intermediate parameter, and decreases to 0.05 for the

small reversion pararneter. These resuits are consistent across commodities. with dedine

in performance being most pronounced for oats as discussed above.

Minimum and Maximum
iMinimum and maximum return statistics indicate that trading performance declines
as the reversion pararneter is decreased. which supports the hypothesis that pt-ices reven
towards fundamental value. Minimum and maximum rnonthly returns decrease as
reversion parameters are decreased. As well, the reduction in minimum returns is much
larger than the reduction in maximum returns and may indicate asymmetry in returns.
Averaged across commodities, minimum monthly retums decrease from - 106.6
percent for the large reversion parameter. to -123.8 percent for the intermediate
parameter, to - 159.0 percent for the srnall reversion parameter. Maximum monthly
returns decrease from 1 13.4 percent for the large reversion parameter to 109.0 percent for
the small reversion parameter.
Oats has more extreme minimum returns than the other commodities studied. For
the srnall reversion parameter oats shows a minimum monthly return of -286.6 percent.
while corn. wheat, and canola show minimum retums of - 127.4 percent. -99.9 percent.
and - 122.1 percent, respectively.

Minimum and maximum returns decrease when reversion parameters are reduced
more for oats than for the other commodities studied. and appear to be associated with the
oats trade that occurred during the high prices of 1988. When reversion parameters are
reduced, the maximum return for oats decreases but maximums for the other commodities
st~idieddo not. Similarly, the minimum return for oats decreases €rom - 165.7 percent for
the large reversion parameter ta -286.6 percent for the srnaIl reversion parameters, a
decrease of 120.9 percent. but minimum returns for the other commodities studied
decrease no more than 40 percent From the large reversion parameter to the small
reversion parameter These minimum and maximum returns for oats are associated with
the large losing oats trade discussed earlier.

Drawdown
Drawdown is defined as the reduction in equity due to repeated losses, and is
measured between new equity highs and subsequent equity lows. Maximum drawdown is
the largest of these drawdowns in equity. Table 2.2 presents trading profitability statistics
and inchdes maximum drawdown.
Maximum drawdown is large, even if trades are eventual winners, and indicates
that the system may cause traders to lose al1 of their equity unless they de-leverage their
positions. For example, maximum drawdown for corn with the large reversion parameter
is $6,275. If corn is priced at three doliars per bushel then investment in initial margin is
$600 for one 5000 bushel contract with a four percent margin. Since it is assumed that 25

percent of equity is invested in initial marçins, then total equity invested is only $2,400 and

is insuficient to cover drawdowns of $6,275

In order to successfully trade individual commodities, margin investment should
be de-leveraçed to a level considerably less than the 25 percent assumed in this study.
'vlargin investment may need to be de-leveraged. for example to 10 percent of total equity.
to avoid being forced out of positions by rnarçin calls. This de-leveraçing would result in

a proportional reduction in percentase returns.

.4lternatively, this systern might be used to successfulIy trade a diverse portfolio of
commodities which have relatively uncorrelated prices. By trading commodities with
uncorrelated prices it may be possible to offset losses in some commodities wirh gains in
others and as a result may reduce the amount of equity required to ;rade this system By
trading a diverse portfolio of many commodities it may even be possible to trade this
system without changing the amount of leverage used in this study. However. returns to
trading a large portfolio of commodities using this system is not tested in this study.

Trading Profitabilitv Statistics
Table 2.2 shows trading profitability statistics. The average trade length is greater
than 200 trading days for al1 reversion parameters, but tends to decrease when reversion
parameters used to generate trades is decreased. This average length of trade is
comparable to the number of trading days in a year (approximately 250) and may be
related to the amount of tirne required to clear the commodity market. Production
patterns inay be unable to change quickly because of asset fixidity, technical knowledge.

climate factors. or marketing commitments. Consumers. such as grain processors or
livestock producers. rnay face sirnilar restrictions.
Most trades signaled by this system are short trades, with the percentage of long
trades decreasing as the amount of reversion is increased. Averaged across commodities
in Table 2.2. the percentage of long trades decreases from 2 1 percent for the small

reversion parameter to six percent for the large reversion parameter These results
indicating positive returns from short trades rnay be related to previous research indicating
the existence of asymmetry in futures markets. Upon review of the results. it appears that

equilibrium rnay be too low for most cornmodities studied and as a result the system does
not generate many long trades. As well. it appears that price does not fa11 substantially
below estirnated equilibrium and rnay suggest that the trading rule could be modified so
that entries for long trades are different from entries for short trades, such that the
difference required between cunent Futures pnces and estimated equilibnurn prices is not
as large to enter long positions as it is to enter short positions.
Risk aversion rnay explain the result showing that most trades are short trades.

Consumers may prefer to have excess supplies of the commodity available rather than
incur the costs of having insufficient supplies. During times of supply shortages. such as
those which may occur during drought or frost. buyers rnay purchase excess supplies ro
ensure that consumption commitments are met. In the process of purchasing these
supplies they rnay drive up futures prices. This idea of risk aversion rnay be particularly
relevant to buyers of feed grains. such as livestock producers. The cost to store necessary
feed grains rnay be low relative to losses that could occur if they feed inventories were

exhausted and producers were forced to prematurely sel1 t heir production. Premature
sales oftheir Iivestock rnay result in reduced revenue since livestock may be less than
optimal market weiçht. or may disrupt future operations if sales interfere with livestock
breeding plans.
Trades indicated by this system are generally winners. and winnine percentage
increases when reversion parameters are increased. These results provide support for t lie
hypothesis that fùtures markets revert toward long-term fundamental value Xveraged
across coinmodities, Table 2.2 shows that the winning percentage increases tiom 73
percent for the srnall reversion parameter to 100 percent for the larse reversion parameter
Time in the market is low relative to trend-following technical tradins systems.
Averaged across commodities. Table 2.2 shows that time in the market is 43 percent for
the small reversion parameter, and is representative of time in the market for the other
signals presented.5 Since this system is in the market for such a relatively shon percentage
of time then trading equity can be placed in other investment vehicles such as fixed-income
investments or equities while it is out of the market.

Exclusion of Monthlv Returns with Neutra1 Market Position
The trading mode1 is in the market long or short about 43 percent of the time, and
is out of the market (market neutral) about 57 percent of the time. Therefore. it may be
reasonable to assume that returns should only be computed for the period that the system
is in the market (Table 2.3). When it is out of the market. capital would then be used for
alternative investments. Exciuding returns when the system is not in the market either

long or short makes this system more comparable with most technical trading systems.
since most technical systems are usually in the market 100 percent of the time.
Results in Table 2 . 3 , which exclude neutral market positions, are similar to those
presented in Table 2. I . where all months are included. with some expected differences.
The tïrst obvious difference in the two measures is that the mean monthly return for the
system is higher than the rnean monthty return reported in Table 2. I . Second, the standard
deviation of monthly returns is higher than previously discussed. and third. the kurtosis of
these results is rnuch lower. These results are expected since the mode of the distribution,
zero percent monthly return, is less than the mean and is excluded from results. tn
general, these results demonstrate that mean and variabiIity of returns is high while the
system is in the market, and that performance is moderated considerably by holding a
neutral market position.

Summary

The objectives of this study are to test for mean reversion in commodity fùtures
markets based on the Ievel of returns fiom a long-term fùndamental mean reversion
fundamental mode!. and to analyze the vanability of these returns. Mean reversion theory
suçgests that if prices diverge from fundamental value then economic forces will cause
futures prices to revert towards hndamental value in the long-term. A trading system may
be able to use economic fundamentals to identify mispricing and may be able to eam
positive returns when prices revert towards long-term fùndamental value. Levels and

variability of returns to trading corn, wheat. oats, and canola fütures prices are analyzed

out of sample over the 1980- 1997 period to determine the extent to which futures prices
revert to fundamental value in the Ion,-0 terrn.
This study uses stocks and usage data in a regession model to determine
fundamental equilibrium value. Long trades are sisnaled if h u r e s prices FaIl a
predetermined amount below estimated hndamental equilibrium value, and short trades
are signaled if (ùtiires prices rise a predetermined amount above estimated tùndamental
equilibrium value. Trades are exited when futures prices approach hndamental value
First. results show that futures prices appear to follow a pattern of ion,- term
reversion toward fundamental value, since the long-term mean reversion fundamental
model earns positive returns for ail commodities studied. with return levels generally
consistent across the commodities and the parameters studied. As well, retuins tend to
increase and variability tends to decrease when reversion parameters are increased.
These results suggest that futures prices sometirnes diverge from equilibrium, with
positive returns being earned when they return to equilibriurn. The movement of prices
away from equilibriurn rnay be related to uncertainty of supply and demand conditions.
with such price movements occumng when market participants attempt to protect
themselves against uncertainty, and may be observed as cycles or overreaction. Prices
may revert toward equilibrium in the long-term when market participants are able to make
adjustments in production and consumption in order to maximize profits and utility. Since
cost of production and prices jointly determine profitability. then cost of production may
be an important factor in determining fundamental equilibriurn futures prices.

Second. the variability of returns. the hiçh Ievels of drawdown. and the extreme
minimum returns that accompany this system suggest that risks need to be controlled in
order to profitably trade this system. This system rnay be appealing to traders who are
able to trade a diverse portfolio of commodities, such as institutional investors. and thus
diversi@ their risk. Alternatively. it rnay b e possible to improve the tradeability of this
system by de-leveraging. or in other words. by reducing margin cornrnitments. Lower
leveraçe will reduce the risks associated with this system by reducing variability in
proportion to the reduction in leverage without affecting siçnificance of returns. but will
correspondingly reduce mean return ievels.
Third. trading profitability statistics are consistent with expectations Trade length
is generally greater than 200 trading days. and rnay be as long as several years. Trade
length resembles the number of trading days in a year (approximately 250) and sugçests
that trading length rnay be related to the ability of farmers to adjust production levels and
clear the commodity market.
Most trades signaled by this trading system are winning trades. The observation of
high winning percentages which increase as the amount of reversion required to generate
trades increases provides further support for the hypothesis that Futures markets rnay
revert towards fundamental vatue in the long-term.
This trading system generally indicates short positions rather than long positions,
and the percentage of short positions tends to increase as reversion parameters are
increased. tt rnay b e possible to change the trading rule and the definition of equilibriuin
such that more long trades are çenerated by the system. This result rnay be related to

other studies suggestinç asymmetry in futures markets. and may be related to risk aversion
during commodity shortages.
Time in the market for thÏs fùndamental system is low. This trading system tends
tc be in the market approximately 43 percent of the time for the reversion parameters
studied. Equity could be invested in other types of securities to hrther enhance returns
while waiting for the next opportunity to enter the tùtures market.
Fourth. the results of this study rnay have implications for semi-strong form market
eficiency theory which holds that positive returns shouid not be possible. Results suggest
that fütures prices sometimes diverge €rom fùndamental values, perhaps because of
uncertainty associated with large price movements and inadequate information. such that
positive returns may be eamed by long-term mean reversion trading systems when prices
revert toward fundamental values. The positive returns observed subsequently imply that
futures markets may not incorporate al1 public information into pnces in the long-term and

may not be semi-strong form efficient. The benefits from using long-term fundamental
analysis may not be h l l y realized by market participants and subsequently they may earn
some positive returns by analyzing fundamental information.

Endnotes
l

Soybeans total use and ending stocks statistics are used to estimate canola equilibrium

prices This substitution is done for three reasons. First. soybeans are the larçest oiiseed
crop produced in the market. Second. canola is a close substitute for soybeans and third.
canola disposition data is not readily avaitable.

' ~ e ~ t e m b esoybean
r
futures prices are iised as a prosy for the value of the September
canola Futures contract for the t 973 to December 1980 period. September soybeaii
futures are converted from price per bushel to price per tonne to make ir comparable with
the canoIa contract.

'Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root tests were performed on closing futures prices. The
hypothesis of unit roots were rejected for canola and corn at the five percent confidence
level. was rejected for oats at the one percent confidence level, and was rejected for wheat
at the 10 percent confidence level, suggesting that futures prices studied are stationary.
Stationarity implies that the mean and variance of the series do not depend on time and
hypothesis testinç is not subject to bias from random walks in the data. It also suggests
that price series do not exhibit trends that can be readily identified.

4

Changes in demand were expected to have less dramatic effects for positions beinç rolled

over because demand changes occur relatively smoothly compared to changes in supply.
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CHAPTER 3
LONG-TERM MEAN REVERSION RETURNS AND TECHNICAL A N A L Y S I S
IN COMMODITY FUTURES MARKETS

lntroduction

Mean reversion theo.

States that prices ma): move away from equilibririm but

return to equilibriurn over time. This theory is sirnilar to the investment advice to "buy
Iow and seIl high" that is familiar to institutional and individual investors Some evidence
of this rnean reverting price pattern has been found in commodity markets. but returns to
such an investrnent strategy have not been widely analyzed. Therefore. returns from a
ionç-term rnean reversion technical htures trading system are examined in t his stud y in
order to provide krther empirical evidence.
Agricultural comrnodities such as grains may be of particular interest to a longterm mean reversion trading system because of the relatively inelastic supply and the long
time lag that exists between production decisions and harvest. Mean reversion may be
more obvious in these markets because of time lags in supply and demand response to
changes in pnce levels. An improved understanding of the market behavior of these
commodities may help buyers and sellers to make appropriate trading decisions.
particularly in the long-term, and may heip traders to improve their strategies.
Desire for alternative long-term investrnent vehicles, well known by terms such as
"value investin;" and "contrarian investing," has increased considerably. Long-term mean
reversion futures trading systems may satise some of t his desire for alternative long-term
investrnents. Long-term technical trading systerns are cost efficient in the sense that they

have inuch lower transaction costs than shorter-term technical trading systeins. As well.
the increased use of cornputer driven short-terrn trend-following systems may be removing
some of the profitable trends €rom the various commodity markets This may increase the
desire for alternative trading systems such as mean reversion tradins systems
This study deveiops a long-term mean reversion model. and because it uses past
prices. it c m be considered to be a technical trading system. if positive returns can be
earned by this system then it rnay provide hrther evidence of mean reversion. The results
of this study may also suggest possible explanations as to the source of mean reversion.

Therefore, the objectives of this study are to 1) test for long-term mean reversion
in commodity futures markets for grains based on the level of returns from a long-term

technical rnean reversion model. and 2) analyze the variability of these returns.

Past Research

The movement of pnces back from extreme levels toward a central tendency is
generally known in asset pricing literature as rnean reversion. Mean reversion theory
States that if prices move away frorn their mean then economic factors are expected to
eventually retum them to their mean. If a price series is mean reverting then a somewhat
predictable pattern may exist within the series and future price movements might b e
identified from past prices. If future price movements can be identified €rom past prices
wit h some accuracy then profitable trading strateçies might be developed.
The cobweb mode1 may descnbe pricinç patterns in agriculture. In the cobweb
model. supply and demand schedules are inelastic due to consumption and production

habits and other factors so that relatively small changes in supply or smali chanses in
demand rnay result in relatively large changes in price. As well, there is a Iag between the
time when farmers make production decisions. and the time when harvest is compieted
and suppiies are determined. The lag in production rnay result in short-terrn
overproduction or underproduction and rnay cause large changes in price because suppk
and demand scheduies are inelastic. In the long run as producers and consumers adjust
supply and demand schedules to achieve economic equilibrium, prices may move around
equilibrium in a pattern similar to that proposed by mean reversion theos..
These markets rnay be susceptible to large price movements because supply and
demand schedules for agricultural commodities are relatively inelastic. which rnay cause
large p i c e movements and rnay result in mispriced commodities. The trading strategy
proposed here enters the market when prices diverge from mean levels and exits the
market when prices revert to mean Ievels in a manner consistent with mean reversion. [f
mispricing does exist then this system rnay be able to earn positive retums.
Long-term mean reversion is well-researched in equity markets, with De Bondt
and Thaler (1985, 1987) making some of the early contributions. Fama and Frencn (1988)
show that autocorrelation of returns is weak for short-term investment horizons, but
becomes negative for two year returns, and rnay account for 25% to 40% of variation in
three to five year returns, suggesting stock market predictability. Other articles testing for
long-term mean reversion in stock markets include Poterba and Summers ( 19SS), Chianç.
Liu, and Okunev ( 1999, McQueen ( l9W), Cutler, Poterba, and Summers ( 199 1 ), and
Cecchetti, Lam, and Mark ( 1990).

Sorne research of mean reversion in commodity prices exists thoujh it is less
comprehensive than that of stock prices. Bessimbinder. Coughenour. Seguin, and Smoller
( L 995) examine the term structure of fùtures markets to determine if mean reversion is

present in equilibrium. They find that the dopes of the term structure and the elasticities
they imply provide strong evidence of mean reversion in agicultural comrnodities. as well
as metals and oil, but only weak evidence for financial assets. More recently. Schwartz
( 1997) models the futures prices of copper. gold. and oil using mean reversion and shows

that copper and oil are strongly mean reverting but gold is not. Cutler. Poterba, and
Summers ( 1 99 1 ) show that asset spot pices are positiveiy correlated over short horizons
but are negatively correlated over Ions horizons. Allen, Ma, and Pace ( 1994) esamine
price movements fifteen days after significant events and show that over-reaction may

exist in agncultural commodity spot prices even in the short-term. These studies provide
some evidence that commodity markets may be mean reverting.
Park and Switzer (1996) develop a trading system to try to profit fiom mean
reversion of interest rate term premiums. They enter futures positions when Treasury note
spreads differ €rom historical spreads, with the expectation that the spread will return to
historical levels and the system will earn positive returns. Their research shows tliat it may
be possible to earn positive returns using mean reversion to trade interest rate fiitures
contracts, and impIies that it may be possible to successfùlly trade otlier cornrnodities
using mean reversion theory. The study proposed here uses a mean reversion trading
strategy similar to the one used in their research, as it enters long positions if prices are

low relative to historical prices and enters short positions if prices are high relative to
historical prices, but agricultural commodities are studied rather than interest rate spreads.
Jaclison, Zulauf. and Irwin ( 199 1 ) investigate mean reversion of futures prices in
agricultural commodities and show several interesting results Their research shows that
mean reversion appears to exist for horizons of three and six months. but tl~athorizons of
one month do not appear to be mean reverting. They suggest that mean reversion of
commodity htures prices may be related to the cost of production. They develop mean
reverting trading strategies that earn positive returns and suggest that mean reversion rnay
b e the reason that seiective hedging studies show improved returns over unhedged

systems. Their research appears to indicate that rnean reversion exists in agricultural
htures markets, but their results are sensitive to the period studied.
Studies of long-term mean reversion with reiatively few observations have been
criticized for their iow statistical power. Many studies provide some evidence that longterm mean revetting pnce patterns occur in asset prices but they are unable to confirm the

finding with high levels of significance. Due to the nature of h g - t e r m mean reversion
research the limitation of small samples is unlikely to be overcome, but this study may
expand mean reversion literature and rnay provide further evidence to suggest the extent
to which mean reversion exists in commodity markets.
The results of these studies provide reasons to believe that mean reversion may
exist in commodity markets. However, the fact that a limited amount of data is available
for long-term tests of mean reversion in commodity futures markets clearly indicates that

fiirther research of mean reversion in commodity futures markets is needed.

This study assumes, given the above research. that rnean reversion may exist in
agricultural commodity futures markets and tests whether mean reversion c m be used to
develop a trading strategy that earns positive returns. I f a tradinç system can be
developed that earns positive returns then this study rnay provide further evidence to
support the hypothesis that mean reversion exists in htures markets.

Data and Procedure

Data used in this study consists of agricultural commodities. In particular, grains
are used because they generally have relatively inelastic supply and inelastic demand
schedules. They may exhibit relatively hiçh long-term price variation in a manner
consistent with mean reversion compared to other commodities that are less inelastic. As
well, they have extensive and readily available htures price data series. Futures contracts
examined in this study are May oats. September corn. May wheat. and Septernber canola.'
with these months used because they coincide with the end of the crop year.
Oats, corn, and wheat trade on the Chicago Board of Trade while canola trades on
the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange. The wheat and corn pnce senes begin in 1968, oats
begins in 1974, and the pnce series used for canola begins in 1973. DaiIy opening and
closing futures prices are used in this study and are provided by Technical Tools. Inc.

Equilibriurn Mode1
This study detines equilibriurn price to be the long-term mean of daily closinç
prices. The equilibriurn price is calculated using a11 closing prices available €rom the

beginning of the time series up to but not including the most recent closing price available
prior the day of trading. Equilibrium is calculated daily using existing data from al1 past
years. plus the new data available from the most current period.

This detinition o f equilibrium is chosen because it is simple to compute. can be
incorporated into a trading system with relative ease. and is expected to capture lon,-O term
market characteristics. This mode1 rnay not be as sensitive to short-terrn hndamental
chanses as models that use shorter sample periods. but should adapt to long-terrn changes
As weil- a trading system that incorporates a simple mode1 of equilibrium may be helpfiil in

providing a more concise explanation of mean reversion in commodity prices.

Trading Rule
Define equilibrium as long-term mean historical price, and
Enter:
( 1 ) Gu lurig (huy) when the current daily closing futures prices fnll hrlow equilibrium,

e.g. f i l / one standard deviation below equilibrium
(2)

GOshort (seil) when current daily closing futures prices rise above equilibrium,
e-g. rise one standard deviation nbove equilibrium.

Exit:
(3) Exd above positions when the current futures prices refrmi ~ C J L V Cequilibrium.
~I-~J

e.g. within 0.6 standard deviations of equilibrium.
(4) Market positions may be long, short, o r neutral (out of the market).

Consider the followinç example in order to understand the trading mle operation.
Suppose September corn futures have an equilibrium of $2.50 per bushel and a standard
deviation of 0.4, and suppose entries are generated when current daily closing Futures
prices are one standard deviation froin equilibrium and exits are generated when current
daily closing futures prices are 0.6 standard deviations from equilibriurn Then short
positions are entered if futures prices rise $0.40 above equilibrium to reach 57.90 per
bushel. and are exited if futures prices fa11 10 within $0.24 of equilibrium. or 52.74 per
bushel. Similarly. long positions are generated when current futures prices fall $0.40
below equilibrium to reach $2.10 per bushel, and are exited when current futures prices
rise to within $0.24 of equilibrium. and reach $2.26 per bushel.
If prices are norrnally distributed then approximately 68 percent of all observations

are contained within one standard deviation from the mean, approximately 57 percent of
al1 observations are contained within 1 - 5 standard deviations from the mean, and
approximately 95 percent of ail observations are contained within 2.0 standard deviations
from the mean. This idea suggests that the difference between current futures price and
calculated equilibrium futures p i c e might be related to the standard deviation of histoncal
prices such that this difference could be used to forecast the direction of the market, with
the magnitude of this difference being related to the probability of making a correct

forecast. In other words. the further that prices diverge from the mean the higher the
probability that prices wil1 moderate toward the mean in the fùture, and the lower the
probability that prices will become even more divergent.

Trading, Rule Mean Reversio n Parameters
Long-term mean reversion is tested by observing three sets of trading results
produced by tliree alternative mean reversion parameters for the tradins rule. The h t - p
reversion parameter is defined as market entry at ?.O standard deviations from equilibrium
and market exit at equilibrium. The ir~trtwrediuirreversion parameter is detined as market

entry at 1.5 standard deviations From equilibrium and market exit at 0.3 standard
deviarions from equilibrium. The m r d reversion parameter is defined as market entry at
1 .O standard deviation from equilibrium and market exit at 0.6 standard deviations from

equilibrium.

Trading Mode1
The system is designed in such a rnanner that traders could implement it.
Mechanical trading procedures and procedures used for computing rerums are similar to
procedures used by large commodity funds. Trading commences one year prior to
delivery on the 1980 futures contract and ends on December 3 1, 1997, allowing for

approximately 18 55 years of out of sarnple trading results, with trades çenerated using
closing prices and executed on the next day's opening prices. The 1980 contract is
selected as the starting point because al1 commodities being studied have a considerable
amount of data (five years or more) available prior to the 1980 contract. The data
available prior to the 1980 contract is used in sarnple to calculate initial equilibrium and
initial standard deviation.

Open positions are rolled over from contracts in one contract year into contracts
with the same delivery month in the following contract year Rolling over open positions
occurs on the 15"' day. or the next available trading day. of the month preceding the
delivery inonth. Rolling over open positions at this time helps to avoid prablems
associated with liquidity. squeezes. or forced acceptance of delivery that may occur as t h e
delivery date approaches.
Transaction costs. including brokerage fees and pricing slippa_ge.are assuined to be
$25 per trade or $50 for a round-turn. Since this system is expected to trade rather

infrequently, brokerage fees and slippase are expected to be minimal. Initial margins used
are consistent with historical levels. Twenty-five percent of equity is invested in initial
margins, the remaining 75% is set aside for margin calls. This leaves equity available to
cover margin calls so that the system is never forced out of a position due to margin cails.
Monthly percentage returns are then computed for the 18 year period from Jan. 1. 1980 to

Dec. 3 1. 1997 for each comrnodity.

Resiilts

Mean Return Levels
Mean reversion returns are computed for three alternative parameters. large.
intermediate. and small, in order to examine whether retums are positive and mean
reversion exists (Table 3.1 ). For the large mean reversion parameter, positions are entered
when current futures prices are two standard deviations away from equilibrium and are
exited when current futures prices are equal to equilibrium, with equilibrium defined as the

long-term rnean of daiiy prices. Returns for the large mean reversion parameter are
positive for al1 four comrnodities. with 2.6 percent average monthly return over the four
commodities This large mean reversion parameter also has the highest average return of
the three reversion parameters tested. Mean monthly returns are statistically sienificant at
the five percent level for corn and wheat, and are significant For canola at the ten percent
levd
For the intermediate mean reversion paranleter. positions are entered when current

htures prices reach 1.5 standard deviations away from equilibrium then are exited when
current futures prices revert back to 0.3 standard deviations away from equilibrium.
MonthIy returns are positive for the intermediate parameter but generally are lower than
those for the larçe parameter, averaging 1.9 percent monthly return across the four
commodities. Statistical significance is reduced, with corn beinç significant at the ten
percent level and no commodities being significant at the five percent level.
For the small mean reversion parameter, positions are entered when current futures
prices reach 1 .O standard deviations away fkom equilibrium and are exited when current
fùtures prices revert to 0.6 standard deviations away fiom equilibrium. As with the large
and intermediate parameters, mean monthly returns for the small mean reversion
parameter are positive for the four commodities studied. The average monthly return over
the four commodities is 1.2 percent, which is the lowest average return of the three levels

of reversion tested. None of the returns are significant when the small parameter is used.
Kesults show that it may be possible to use a mean reversion trading strategy to
earn positive returns. and suçgest that mean reversion exists in tùtures markets. The

observed returns are positive, and in sorne cases returns are statistically significant
iinplyin_othat they compensate for risk. As well, returns tend to increase as mean
reversion parameters are increased, which is consistent with implications of mean
i-eversion theory and provides further evidence to support the hypothesis that mean
reversion exists in futures markets. These results are generally consistent with tindings by

Jackson, Zulauf, and Invin (1991).
The system earns return levels similar to those earned by traditional trendfollowing technical trading systems. Traditional trend-followinç technical trading systerns
have been shown to earn some positive returns in a number of different studies. Lukac
and Brorsen ( 1 990) show mean monthly returns of 1.2 percent for corn. 0.5 percent for
soybeans, and -2.2 percent for wheat to trend-following technical trading systems over the
1976 to 1986 period. Their results for trend-following technical trading systems are not

directly comparable but they are generally below the retums observed in this study.
Returns for oats are not significant for any of the reversion parameters tested. It
appears the system makes one oats trade that initiaily results in considerable losses but
Iater recovers. The losses associated with this one particular trade appear to result in
insignificant returns to oats trading. The observation of this one large losing oats trade
demonstrates the risk associated with trading only one commodity and no diversification
using this system.
Some of the long-term trading profits from this mean reversion system may occur
because of a partial failure to incorporate expected long-term response to short-term
economic shortages/surpluses into distant futures pnces. Distant futures prices appear

closely related to nearby market conditions. and may not hlly reflect the expected
alleviation of economic shortaçes/surpluses in the long-term as economic forces attempt
to clear the commodity market. For example, short trades tend to be entered duriny times

of tight supplies such as drought or frost. then are exited when these supplies become
more plentiful. This explanation of trading profits sugçests that the adaptive espectations
hypothesis might be more commonly used to price the commodities studied than the
rational expectations hypothesis. since the recent past appears to be more evident in
commodity prices than are long-term fùture expectations.
Overall, mean return results suggest that mean reversion is present in futures
markets. as evidenced by positive returns. As well. monthly returns becorne iarger as the
size of the mean reversion parameter becomes iarger. Mean rnonthly return levels may b e
relatively conservative and may somewhat understate actual returns for two reasons.
First, returns from investinç margin requirements and equity in T-bills are not included in
returns. Second, this system is in the market for onIy a limited amount of tirne. The rest

of the time. while the system is out of the market, funds could be invested in other vehicles
such as T-biils, bonds, or stocks, and earn positive returns on average over the long-term.

Standard Deviation
Variability of returns also provides evidence to support the hypothesis that mean
reversion exists in futures markets. This is because variabiIity of returns appears to
decrease as mean reversion paraineters are increased. Table 3.1 shows that variability of
mont hly returns for the large mean reversion parameter has average standard deviation

levels across cornmodities of 2 1.4. Standard deviation of monthly returns increases to
32.1 for the intermediate parameter and increases hrther to 25.1 for the smallest Ievel of

mean reversion parameter.
Standard deviations of returns are comparable to results presented by Lukac and
Brorsen ( 1990) for traditionally traded technical systems. which show standard deviations
of about 20. 25. and 23 for corn, soybeans, and wheat respectively Although the long-

term technical trading system examined in this study generates trades based on analysis
methods that diRer from those of traditional trend-following technical systems, the
observation of somewhat similar standard deviations of returns is interesting.

Sharpe Ratio
The Sharpe ratio used here is a measure of nsk-adjusted returns and is calculated
by dividing mean monthly returns by the standard deviation of monthly returns. The larger
Sharpe ratios (e-g. higher return to risk) found here and associated with the large mean
reversion parameter are consistent with the hypothesis that futures prices may be longterm mean reverting. Averaged across comrnodities. Table 3 . l shows the Sharpe ratio is
O. 13 for the large parameter. then decreases to 0.09 for the intermediate parameter, and

decreases to 0.05 for the srnall parameter.
With the exception of oats, Sharpe ratios are consistent across commodities which
suggests that mean reversion is characteristic of the commodities studied. The Sharpe
ratio for oats is approxirnately one-half of the ratios for the other commodities studied,
and is the combined result of oats having relatively low returns and relatively high

standard deviations. Again. the relatively low performance for oats is primarily due to one
large losing trade. and illustrates the risk associated with this trading systein for only one
commodity .

Minimum and Maximum
Minimum and maximum return statistics suggest that trading performance
iinproves when Iarger mean reversio n parameters are used to generate trades Minimum
returns improve considerably while maximum returns are about the same when larger
parameters are used. As well. the most extrerne minimum monthly returns and the most
extreme maximum monthly returns occur when the small reversion parameter is used to
generate trades.
Minimum monthly returns for oats are considerably more extreme than minimum
returns for the other three cornmodities. Oats exhibits minimum monthly returns of -229.3
percent. -247.6 percent, and -334.1 percent for the largest, intermediate, and smallest
Ievels of mean reversion tested, respectively, while the other commodities studied tend t o
exhibit minimum monthly returns near -100 percent. These extreme returns again are the
result o f the one large losinç oats trade discussed above, which indicates the relativeiy
high level of risk that may be associated with trading only one commodity using this
system. This result is typical of many commodity trading systems. which typically require
a portfolio o f commodities to be traded in order to diversify risk away sufficiently.
Maximum monthly returns are generally consistent across the commodities studied.

Overall, minimum and maximum returns observed here are sirnilar to those of other typical
trend Following technical trading systems.

Drawdown
Drawdown is defined as the reduction in equity due to repeated losses and is
measured between new equity highs and subsequent equity lows. Maximum drawdown
used here is the largest of these drawdowns in equity. and can be thought of as "worst

case" of losses. Lt provides another measurement of variation in monthly returns and helps
to describe the possibility of a trader losing a11 of their equity. Table 3.2 illustrates tradinç
profitability statistics for al1 entnes and exits studied and include maximum drawdown.
Maximum drawdown results indicate that the system may not have sufficient
equity available to cover rnargin calls due to repeated consistent Iosses. For exainple.

mâuiinurn drawdown for corn is $4.050 for the large mean reversion parameter If corn is
priced at $3.00 per bushel, then margin investment is $600 for one 5.000 bushel contract.
given a four percent marçin requirement. The $600 dollar investrnent is equal t o 25
percent of total equity as assumed in this study. so the total investrnent required is $2,400
For corn fitures. This $2,400 invested is insuficient to meet $4,050 loss.
This system. like most trading systems. is unlikely to be tradeable for individual
commodities because of large individual drawdowns in equity. Instead. it would be
tradeable only for a portfolio of commodities because a portfolio reduces overall
drawdown through diversification. For example, while one commodity is suffering
negative retums and drawdowns others will be eaming positive returns to offset these

drawdowns. One problem with trading only individual commodities is that trades rnay be
long-term winners and rnay earn statistically significant returns but even such winning
trades exhibit large short-term drawdowns in equity before the trades are completed.
These short-term drawdowns rnay bankrupt the system in the short-term even if long-term
retums are expected to be positive, and rnay make trading the system difficuit.
In order to improve the rnean reversion trading model the percentage of capital
invested in rnargins rnay need to be de-leveraged from the assurned 25 percent of total
capital. to 1O percent of total capital, for example, in order to comfortably meet rnarçin
calls. De-leveraging margin investrnent to 10 percent of total equity wouid allow the
system to meet margin calls of up to $6,000, which is well beyond the $4,050 level of
drawdown illustrated in the above example. Of course. returns would be reduced by deleveraging but ri& of going bankrupt would also be reduced. In this de-leveraging
example, monthly returns would be reduced from 2.2 percent to approximately 0.9
percent.
Alternatively, trading a well diversified portfolio of 20 or 30 commodities rnay be
an alternative to substantial de-leveraging, because it would not reduce retums. By
diversi@ing a portfolio, tess de-leveraçing is required and therefore higher returns could
be earned. By trading a large portfolio similar to that constructed by Lukac and Brorsen
( 1990). variability of returns may be uncorrelated and as a result losses on some

commodities rnay be offset by gains in other cornmodities. Trading such a portfolio would
reduce the risk of large drawdown. so this system could be more practical and usefui.

Trading Profitabilitv Statistics
Tabie 3.2 shows a number of statistics for the trading systern. Average trade
length is greater than 200 trading days for ail mean reversion parameters tested and is
comparable to the number of trading days in a year. which is about 250 days In other
words. trades are held for about one year on average. Oats shows averaze trade lengt hs
of less than 200 days for the small reversion parameter However. positions are Iield for a

long period of time relative to traditional trend-following technical systems. which niarange roughly from 10 to 100 days depending on parameters and systems used. This mean
reversion system holds positions for an extended length of time. and may be related to the
amount of time required to clear the commodity market from large supplies.
Most trades generated by this systern are short trades. and the percentage of short
trades increases as reversion parameters are increased. One hundred percent of trades for
corn. wheat, and canola are short trades for the large reversion parameter. This result
suggests that pnces rise far above equilibnum but do not faIl as far below equilibrium.
This may be related to results of other studies which have found evidence of asymmetry in
commodity markets.
Time in the market is relatively low, when averaged across commodities. The
system is in the market 37 percent of the time when the small mean reversion parameter is
used to generate trades and is in the market 33 percent when the large mean reversion
pararneter is used. This system is in the market much less than trend-followinç technical
trading systerns, which are ofien in the market as high as 100 percent of the time.

The percentaze of winning trades is generally high and tends to increase as mean

reversion parameters are increased. Averaçed across commodities. winnins percentage
increases from 8 i percent for the small parameter. to 100 percent for the large parameter
This long-term mean reversion trading systein appears to be relatively accurate in
identifjing wiiining trades and hrther s~iggeststhat mean reversion exists in filtures
markets.
This winning percenrage is considerably higher than winning percentages of trendfo llowing technical trading systerns. since trend-following systems typically have winning
percentages near 30 or 40 percent. The dissimilanty of this mean reversion technical
trading system from widely traded trend-following technical systems may make it
attractive for diversification of commodity trading portfolios.

Exclusion of Monthlv Returns with Neutra1 Market Position
The trading system discussed so far in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 both iriclmie market
neutral positions. However, it is onIy in the market (long or short) about 35 percent of the
time. The rest of the time it is out of the market (market neutral), which is about 65
percent of the tirne. It may be reasonable to assume that returns should be computed only
for the period while the system is in the market (Table 3.3) because capital would be used
returns when
for alternative investments when it is out of the market. Results that c'-~clzcde
the system holds a neutral market position (neither long nor shon) are more comparable
with typical trend-followin; technical trading systems since most typical trend-following

systems generally do not hold neutral market positions For extended periods (Table 3 3).

Results mi~idir~gneutral market positions in Table 3 . 3 çenerally are similar to
results in Table 3 1. except returns are considerably higher. Averaged across commodities
for the large rnean reversion parameter, mean monthly returns are 7.4 percent and
standard deviations are 36.5 when neutral positions are excluded. compared to 2.6 percent
and 2 1.4 when neutral positions are included.

Summary

The objectives of this study were to analyze the level and variability of returns

frorn a htures trading system that uses a long-terrn mean reversion technical rnodel. The
system enters long positions when current futures prices fall a predetermined number of
standard deviations below historical mean price levels, and enters shon positions when
current futures prices rise a predetermined number of standard deviations above historical
mean pnce levels. The system generates exits when current futures prices approach
histoncal mean price levels. Three alternative mean reversion parameters (srnall,
intermediate. and large) are used to calculate three corresponding sets of returns. Out of
sample trading performance is analyzed over the 1980 to 1997 pericd for iom. wheat.
oats, and canola futures contracts.
First, the hypothesis that long-tem mean reversion may exist in futures markets is
supported by the results of this study. Results indicate that this meaii reversion trading

system would have earned positive returns frorn trading. Monthly returns average 2.6
percent across commodities for the large mean reversion parameter and average 1.2
percent for the smallest mean reversion parameter. Returns tend to increase and

variability statistics tend to decrease when the mean reversion parameter is increased. and
returns become statisticaIly significant when Iarge mean reversion parameters are used to
generate trades. These results suggest that returns to this system adequately compensate
for risk and also suggest that it has sorne market timing ability As well. results are
generally consistent across the commodities studied which strengthens the evidence that
long-term mean reversion exists in fiitures markets
Mean and variability of returns to this trading system are similar to niean and
variability of trend-following technical trading_systems. The mean reversion system in t his
stiidy earns monthly returns of 2.2 percent for corn. 3 - 3 percent for wheat. 1.2 percent for
oats, and 2.8 percent for canola when iarçe mean reversion parameters are used. while
Lukac and Brorsen ( 1 990) show mont hly retums to trend-following technical trading
systems of 1.2 percent for corn, 0.5 percent for soybeans, and -2.2 percent for wheat.
A second result of this study is that the mean reversion system has high variability

in returns and large drawdowns in equity that rnay discourage the use of this system for
trading individual commodities, unless the system is traded with relatively low leverage
levels. However, in practice this system would likely be used to successfully trade a large
portfolio of well diversified commodities as constructed by Lukac and Brorsen (1 990) in
order to limit drawdown. This is because returns to individual commodities in a well
diversitied portfolio may be uncorrelated or negativeiy correlared so that losses in some
commodities may be offset by gains in other commodities. Mternatively. de-leveraging
the system by investing less money in rnarçins may be usetùl since it would reduce

drawdowns in equity. and therefore reduce the risk of trading this long-term mean
reversion trading system.
A third result is that trading statistics are generally consistent with expectations.

Average trade lençth is greater than 200 trading days. and is relatively long as expected.
likely because of relatively inelastic supply and demand. The system tends to generare
winning trades with winning percentages ranginç from S 1 percent to 100 percent wliich is
higher than most trend-following systems. which typically have winnin- percentages of 30
percent to 40 percent. As well, the rnean reversion system disciissed here 1s in the market
generally much less than 50 percent. while most trend-following systems are in the market
for nearly 100 percent of the time.
Finally. returns may be somewhat understated. Returns to capital set aside for
investments in T-bills are not considered in this study. which would have increased
returns. As welI, the mean reversion system is neutral and out of the market much of the
time. Dunng these times equity rnay be invested in instruments other than futures
markets, which would further increase returns on average over the long-term.
This is one of the first studies to use a long-term mean reversion technical trading
system. and grain commodities were used because they have relatively inelastic supply and
demand, which may be expected to have long-term mean reversion in price. However.
future research should include a wider portfolio of commodities from different groups
such as enerçy, currency, financials. and metals in order to provide more evidence
regarding mean reversion in

CO mmodity

fûtures markets.

Endnotes
t

Actual data for the September canola htures contract commences in December 19SO and

runs tlirouçh to December 3 1. 1997. September soybean futures prices are used as a
proxy for the September canola futures contract for the 1973 to December 1 9 S O period.

This is because a reliable canola series \vas unavailable during this period Soybeans are
the best alternative data for this period. since soybeans and canola have ve? highlv

correlated prices due to their close underlying oil and meal substitutability.
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CHAPTER 4
SU-MMARY

This study tests for long-terrn mean reversion in grain futures prices by analyzing
levels and variability of returns from long-term mean reversion futures tradinz d e s . In
this study. if futures pnces are above equilibrium. then the commodity futures are sold.
and if futures pnces are below equilibrium then the comrnodity fbtures are bought. This
study uses two different modeis to calculare equilibrium futures prices. Ctiapter two uses
fundamental analysis of USDA information to determine equilibriurn futures prices. while
chapter three uses a technical mode1 (past prices) to calculate equilibrium futures prices.
The study includes corn. wheat, oats. and canola futures p r k s over the 1980- 1997
period.

Long-term Mean Reversion Returns and Fundamental Analysis in Commodity

Futures Markets

The objective of chapter two is to I ) test for long-term mean reversion in
commodity futures markets for grains based on the level of returns from a long-term
fundamental mean reversion rnodel, and 2) analyze the variability of these returns. The
fundamental model used for estimating equilibrium Futures prices consists of an annual
regression rnodel, which uses the ratio of ending stocks to use as the independent variabie
and uses closing futures price as the dependent variable. Long (buy) signals are generated
when current futures pices are low relative to estimated equilibrium futures price. and

shon (sell) sijnals are generated when current futures prices are high relative to estimated
equilibrium futures price. Positions are exited when current futures prices rnoderate and
return towards equilibrium.
First. resuits indicate that futures prices appear to follow a pattern of Ion,-a term
reversion toward fundamental value. This is because retums from the long-term mean
reversion fiindamental rnodel are positive for al1 commodities studied, with return IeveIs
genedly consistent across the cornmodities and the parameters studied. As well. returns
tend to increase and variability tends to decrease when reversion parameters are increased.
The reasons that futures prices sornetimes diverge from equilibrium rnay be due to factors
such as supply and demand uncertainty, cycles. or overreaction.
Second, the variability of retums, the relatively high levels of drawdown. and the
Iower minimum returns that accompany this system suggest that risks need to be
controlled in order to profitably trade this systern. De-leveraging the system and trading
diversified portfolios of commodities may be ways to help control risk.
The results of this study rnay have implications for semi-strong form market
eficiency theory which holds that positive retums should not be possible. The positive
returns observed subsequently imply that futures markets rnay not incorporate al1 public
information into prices in the long-term and rnay not be semi-strong form efficient. The
usefulness of long-term fundamental analysis rnay not be fùlly realized by some market
participants and this rnay help explain why the system appears to earn some positive
returns by using fûndamental information.

Long-Term Mean Reversion Returns and Technical Analysis in Commodity Futures
Markets
The objective of chapter three is to 1 ) test for long-term mean reversion in

commodity futures markets for grains based on the level of returns from a long-term
technical mean reversion model. and 2) anatyze the variability of these returns. The
system analyzed in this chapter uses a technical mode[. the mean of past futures prices. to
estimate long-term equilibrium futures prices. Long (buy) signais are generated when
current Futures prices are low relative to equilibrium and short (sell) signals are generated
when current futures pices are high relative to equilibrium. Exit signals are jenerated
when current futures prices moderate and return towards estirnated equilibrium Futures
prices.
Results show that positive returns are eamed by this trading system. and show
some returns that are statistically significant so appear to compensate for risk. Trading
performance generally improves as increased amounts of reversion are used to generate
trades. Levels and vanability of returns from this system are similar tu levels and
variability of returns fi-orn traditional trend-following technical trading systems. and
suggest that this long-term mean reverting system may be usefit1 for long-term trading
decisions.

This system is risky as indicated by drawdown and variation of returns. and may
limit the use of this system to large commercial users and commodity hnds. These market
participants can reduce risk by trading a large portfolio of diversified commodities and by
de-leveraging their positions.

Comparison of Performance

This study shows that a profitable trading system can be developed from mean
reversion theory for both the fundamental and technical models. and sussests that ionsterm mean reversion exists in grain futures markets. Statistically significant returns and
improved trading performance as the mean reversion parameter increases are resul ts which
support the hypothesis that grain futures markets are rnean revertin;.

As weli. tradins

performance is generally consistent across commodities and indicates that the models are
reIativeIy robust.
Results indicate that the long-term trading performances of the fundamental model
and the technical rnodel are similar- Return levels are similar between the two modeIs.
with variability being slightly lower for the technical model. Maximum drawdown is
slightly lower for the technical model than for the fùndarnental model when the large mean
reversion parameter is used. The technical model may be more attractive for practitioners
than the fundamental model for practical reasons rather than for reasons of performance,
since it requires less data than the fundamental model and is easier to maintain.
Both the fundamental model and the technical mode1 appear to earn positive longterm retums, so some information may not be fuIly incorporated into long-term futures
prices. The performance of the fùndarnental model and the technical mode1 is similar and
suggests that the two models share a common factor that permits them to earn some
positive returns The fact that the two models use a long-term investment horizon
suggests that the investment horizon is important for earning positive returns, and

sugçests that some information may not be fülly incorporated into futures prices in the
Ion,-u terrn.
The trading system developed in this chapter may also be of value to long-term

rollover hedgers because it could be used to identiQ long-term market peaks and low
points. However, even these traders need to have sufficient margin resources available in
order to withstand substantial drawdowns in equity.

Limitations of Research

First. the systems studied generate trades infrequently. tnfrequent trading means
that there are fewer trades and smaller sampIe sizes, so less degrees of freedom are
available for statistical tests. However, the consistent results shown across commodities
does strengthen the evidence supporting the hypothesis that long-term reversion exists in
grain htures markets but more commodities should be tested to more fùlly investigate
long-term mean reversion in futures markets.
Second, these results are limited to the data studied. Past retums observed in this
study rnay not be observed in the tùture if traders begin using long-term mean reversion
strategies similar to the ones proposed here, and drive futures prices towards long-term
equilibrium. Sirnilarly. the msults observed in this study may not be observed for
commodities other than the ones tested here.

Suggestions for Future Research

First. the mode1 used to estirnate equilibrium could be adjusted so that it is more
sensitive to changes in price. This change could be done by excluding historical futures
prices, which are no longer representative of present day îùtures prices. from estimates of
equiiibrium. Second, the trading rule could be modified so that entry into long positions
occurs more frequently, which may be achieved by entering iong positions at higher prices
(closer to equilibrium tùtures prices) than is done in this study As a result. the trading
rule for entry into long positions may be sornewhat different than the mie for entry into
short positions. Third, additional cornmodities should be studied to determine the extent
to which long-term mean reversion is present.
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APPENDK A
Stocks to Use versus Price

APPENDK 8
Selected Regression Resuks

Table B. 1
Regression Resuits for Models Used in study6'-"
Dcperidcrit Variable: Pricc
Years
Coiiiiiiodi t!
1007- 1 997

Oats

1')7?-lc197

cai10l:i

Cotistarit

Iiidcpc~idcmVariable
S tocks/Usc

2.5 1
(1.3. 11)*

-2.87
(-i.'U)*

(1.55

-.??.O
- 1*

3 0 1 .40

-?46.51
(-2.08)*

O. 10

4.3 1 *

( 12.12)*

*Iridicatrs statisticnl sigiiiticaiicc at t h e 5% lrvel
**Iiidicütes statisrical siyittisarice :IL the I OO/it Ievel

R

'

F-Stat

Table B.2
Regression Results for Models Not Used in Study. with
Oats Prices as the Dependent Variable. 1967- 1 997'Lh

Constant
2.024
(20.41)*

2.S07
(10.7 1)*

Stocks/Use

Independent Variables
Eriding Stocks
Net Espons

Production

-0.00254G
(-7.04)*

-0.00 17
(-2.58)"
*Iiidicatesstatistical significance at the 5% leveI
"T-ratioa p p w s 1x1 parentheses
y?-ices arc: in $1 Wbushel

0.0078
(3.36)*

-0.00 t47
(- 1.95)*

RI

F-Stat

0.63

4‘1.5*

0.74

25.5*

